
 

Non-Cognitive Predictors of Student Success:
A Predictive Validity Comparison Between Domestic and International Students

This study examines how Latino-heritage women 

(LHW) and European-heritage women (EHW) differ 

in  help-seeking and participation approaches across 

university contexts.

● Latino-heritage (LH) students learn to navigate universities 
that privilege middle-class European Heritage (EH) cultural 
practices and values. This includes learning to participate 
and seek help in ways that focus on individual needs 
(Castillo, Conoley, & Brossart, 2004; Katz, 1985) 

● For LH students, navigating between the cultural 
expectations of classroom settings and their homes can be 
challenging. For example, LH students are encouraged to 
be competitive in U.S. classrooms, while at home emphasis 
is placed on consideration for how their participation 
impacts their family’s shared goals (Marín & Marín, 1991) 

WHAT DO WE WANT TO KNOW?
How do Latinas and European-heritage women differ in 
help-seeking and participation approaches in university 
contexts?

● 38 participants Latino-heritage and European-heritage 

(17 LH, 21 EH) were recruited. A subset of 13 

participants (7 LH women, 6 EH women) were analyzed 

for this study. 

● Semi-structured interviews were conducted regarding 

in-class participation and help-seeking during office 

hours.

● Transcriptions were analyzed  and coded based on the 

following categories: Considerateness, Self-doubt, and 

Self-focused Approach.

Their is a cultural difference in students help-seeking and 

participation approaches.  LHW students  were more likely to 

consider how their participation might impact the professors 

and other students than their EHW counterparts. Further, 

EHW students were more likely to participate and seek help 

in ways that focused on their individual needs in the 

classroom setting.  
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Considering Participation Impact on 
Professor: Student mentions that they consider 
how their participation may impact the professor 
during lecture.

“I don’t want to interrupt like an important point and 
then have the teacher forget or something cause that 
can happen.”    
                                  -Mexican female 

Considering Participation Impact on Other 
Students: Student considers how their 
participation may impact the students during 
lecture/discussion.

“Well I won’t interrupt I’ll wait [Mhm] – or wait for a 
pause – or I’ll raise my hand.”
                                -Latina Female

Judgment by Instructor: Student expresses 
feelings of worry or an unwillingness to participate in 
class due to possible judgement by instructor. 

 “I resort to email which is easier for me. Professor’s tend 
to be intimidating.” 
                                    -Latina female 

Judgment by Other Students: Student 
expresses feelings of uneasiness or an unwillingness 
to participate in class due to potential judgement by 
students. 

“I’m just afraid I’m gonna say that wrong things kind of 
thing and people are gonna be like “Oh,well she’s stupid 
or she doesn’t know what she’s talking about” 
                                    -Mexican Female

Meeting their Own Needs: Student  focuses on 
their need to have a question answered during class.  

“I do speak up in class and get my point across.” 
                                     - White, female

“If it was something that I felt need be said, then like 
right then, then I might interrupt” 
                                     -White, female

 "Latinas are more likely to 

consider the imposition of their 

participation than 

European-heritage women 

when seeking help in University 

Contexts."
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